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About This Game

Something for the heart, something for the mind. “Magic Flute” is a puzzle-based adventure game that will challenge your wits
while enchanting you with a magical vision of a world full of wonders. Within it, the players will discover 32 spatial puzzles
placed in a beautiful scenery of Mozart’s classic opera. Making their way through, they will be following a story of a journey

into the unknown, bravery and – of course – love!

•A puzzle game featuring music and the story of ‘The Magic Flute’.
•32 diverse, fun levels that can be completed in more than one way.

•A professional voice actor narrating the game to bring more depth to the story.
•Art direction inspired by the Tokyo production and set design, directed by Amon Miyamoto.

•3 playable characters who need to work together to overcome all the devious puzzles.
•Beautiful cinematic cutscenes complementing the magical tale.

The Tokyo staging of “Magic Flute” by the renowned stage director Amon Miyamoto opened up the audience to a whole new,
video game-inspired vision of opera. One of its highlight features was a multimedia projection bringing the magic to life. The

Poland-based team of its authors now invites you into a journey that in a unique way combines the modern world of video
games with the magical realm of opera.

***DISCLAIMER: Game's interface is NOT optimized for Apple RETINA displays.
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Title: Magic Flute
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
LabLike Sp. z o.o.
Publisher:
LabLike Sp. z o.o.
Release Date: 17 Feb, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2 or later

Processor: 1.4Ghz or Higher

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 2.0 compatible video card with 256 MB shared or dedicated RAM (ATI or NVIDIA)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1800 MB available space

English,Japanese,Polish
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Play it, you'll be hooked in 10 minutes!
Sharp controls, classic but creative levels, incredible graphics! (big thumbs up for graphics!) and some pretty rocking music.
What more would you need?. This was one of those games that I bought a long time ago, forgot about, and rediscovered as a
treasure. The game is pretty much what it says on the tin: bowling with zombies. And as long as that is what you want, it's a great
time-waster.

The storyline is a fairly unremarkable "stop the zombies" arc and the gameplay is easy enough to learn in about 15 minutes. The
powerups and the computer's ability to set traps is quite appreciated since there isn't much variety for bowling. My biggest
caveat is that some of the achievements are REALLY situational and may require a great deal of grinding play if one wants to
earn them honestly (I modified the game directory to make massive balls just to snatch up the last 4-5).

I got 2.5 hours of real enjoyment out of this game; price it accordingly for a lazy Sunday afternoon.. I love this game and what it
can be in the future. There are a lot of bad glitches, and the content is a bit lacking. There are some serious problems at this
point, but I love the idea and I can see this game becoming something amazing. I will continue to follow this game and see what
it becomes.. A beautiful little gem of a game, where you have to defend (as the title suggests) a set of delicious cakes from some
very cake-hungry creatures. The expression on the cakes is adorable, with my favourite being the Pineapple Cake.

Mmmm pineapple-upside-down cake ...

All that is required to improve the game is a chocolate cake DLC! It's a very enjoyable game to play with a nice sense of
humour to it. I highly recommend it.
. I just played the game for 40 minutes, and I feel like I'm floating. Like when you return from a rough sea trip and your body
has trouble adjusting to standing on solid ground. Playing this game gave me the sensation of standing on a small raft, like the
ground was actually shifting under my weight! The gameplay is similar to that of the original wooden marble-maze: You tilt the
board a bit too much, overcompensate by tilting even more in the other direction, loses the ball and starts over. It's frustrating,
but no more than you still want just one more try. What sets this game apart from its humble origins is that you use your entire
body to move the board around, a much more physical and tactile experience. The environment and music track gives it all a
very meditative and relaxed feel. The physics felt pretty lifelike too. I just wish I had Vive trackers. Alas, the labyrinth itself
lacks polish! This becomes all the more notable when contrasted by the detailed environment. Still, Tilted Mind is a worthwhile
experience, solidly build upon the strengths of the VR medium.. Some decent ideas, but badly optimized and lacks basic
gamemodes for this genre.. the very first mission already has a glich. Alright this game, I know its rpgmaker, but this is Aldorlea
for crying out loud! This is by far one of their best games I've played! And I've played some really good games, and really bad
games. This one is a solid 8\/10. If anything bad can be said about the game is that its a little too open, and very little direction is
given.

I actually the first time through the game had to stop, because I couldn't figure out a way to make any more progress
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whatsoever. I had to look at the guide multiple times in order to figure out how to beat this game. It's not bad in the aspect of
difficulty (unless doing true nightmare mode) but it is confusing on the 'where do I go now' portion. Several key items are in
areas you normally wouldn't expect, or you do things in ways that are a little too obvious.

The biggest example is that there's a big brown mouse at the beginning of the game that there is no real indication that he's your
next party member XD. You have to talk to him to unlock the next area and get the giggle bell, which gives you a key to unlock
stuff in egypt, and the list goes on.

But this is by far a super creative and fun game! Highly recommended.. If you liked the base game you'll like this DLC,
otherwise it won't change your mind if you didn't enjoy the base game. It would be worth buying on a sale, $6 is a bit much
given the story mission is around just 2 hours (my playtime) and doesn't do present anything massively different compared to
the main game. So there's no need to rush and get this at full price.

One thing the store page doesn't mention is that you only get 20 skillpoints to upgrade your character at the start of the mission
and can't carry over your skills from chapter 6. You don't get a ton of exp during the mission either so that's dissapointing you
don't get to play with your full arsenal even though it's set after the main game.. You place dominos and push them

Thats it
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This is just what I was looking for. I wanted a cheap shooter that was fairly easy and fun, and this fit the bill perfectly. It is
pretty generic and it is buggy at times, but nothing game breaking. It uses the typical cover shooter mechanics, and they all work
pretty well. Sticking to cover and vaulting over it are both very smooth, which is more than can be said for many games like this.

The story is bland and the dialogue has a ton of unecessary cursing, like it is trying to sound tough. But the action is decent
enough, and if you find it for cheap, I recommend picking it up if you like shooting games.. Likes:
- The ambition and scope - it's pretty flexible, and there's on-ship, in-space and on-planet.
- Does something not really explored for many years - a bit of FTL, a bit of Star Control, a bit of Sun Dog Legacy, a bit of Star
Command

Dislikes:
- The interface is woefully inconsistent (on some screens WASD, on some screens arrows, on some screens mouse)
- Oh, and slow. Where you'd like a table perhaps you get a scrolling list of options in a speech bubble.
- It's buggy and inconsistent (which is more a limit of cramming something ambitious into the RPGmaker XP engine)

Overall:
- I rather like it, despite its shonky nature (that's the Star Command influence at work)
- With a better engine and more polish it could concentrate on the bits it does well, and let the engine handle the interface..
doesn't change him much, but still good. ............\/\u00b4\u00af\/)......................................(\\\u00af`\\
............\/...\/\/.........................................\\\\...\\
..........\/....\/\/............................................\\\\ ..\\
.....\/\u00b4\u00af\/....\/\u00b4\u00af\\.........................................\/\u00af`\\....\\\u00af`\\
..\/.\/.. \/....\/....\/. |_...EPIC STORE. |..\\....\\....\\...\\.\\
(.(....(....(....\/.) ..)..........................(...(.\\....).....)...).)
.\\................\\\/...\/.............................\\...\\\/.................\/
..\\...................\/................................\\....................\/
...\\.................(.................................)..................\/. waste of time. I loved the original version of this game. But Ubisoft has gone
and screwed up another one of their IPs. This game took everything fun about the original, and took it out. Then just added bad
acting, glitchy gameplay, and zero replay value. Skip this one for sure. 2/10. I really enjoyed the Enigmatis saga, and this is a
great conclusion. I'm just a little disapointed that the little girl on the cover is pretty much useless in the game...

Great graphisms, great soundtrack, pretty good story and puzzle.
Maybe predictible, but still fun.
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